Mathematical model

Ordinary differential equation model for PSC and PC
The delayed processes are described by a distributed time delay with mean delay time i  . Kernel of the Gamma function is described as: 
Relations between observables and model variables for the PSC model
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Relations between observables and model variables for the PC model
The numbers in some equations are based on a three times larger cytoplasmic size than nuclear size in PSC and an equal size of both compartments in PC. The Table S1 in Text S1. At 1 ng/ml IFN did not activate STAT1 at all in PC. Comparing the subfigures for IFN = 100 ng/ml shows a faster initial slope in the experimental time series and model simulations for the cytoplasmic and nuclear extracts STAT1Dc and STAT1Dn in contrast to the slower initial slope of the experimental time series for total STAT1D. This caused the less good quality of the fit for total STAT1D. By repeating the fitting we tried to constrain parameters to capture better the fit for STAT1D eventually on cost of the fits for STATDc and STAT1Dn. Unfortunately this effort did not changed the fit.
Tables with parameter values
Experimental time series are replotted from [5] . 
